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ABSTRACT: The correlation-function formula for the intrinsic viscosity of polymer 
solutions is established. It is shown that the intrinsic viscosity is made up of two 
parts, the first is the high-frequency-limiting viscosity 1h700, independent of the frequency, 
and the second is the dependent part .d,j(m). The latter part is given by the time cor
relation of the "reduced flux." The reduced flux is given by the averaged momentum 
flux with the conformation of the polymer chain fixed. The explicit expression of the 
reduced flux is calculated for the general model of the polymer chain, having constant 
bond length and constant bond angle, without using the metric tensor. It is also shown 
how to calculate the intrinsic viscosity based upon the stochastic local jump model. 
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The object of the present paper is to establish 
a correlation-function formula for the intrinsic 
viscosity of dilute polymer solutions based upon 
the microscopic theory of Brownian motion. A 
general theory of the correlation-function formula 
for the viscosity of liquids has been given by a 
number of authors. 1- 4 The result is 

7j(W)=-1- r= dte-i"'t(J(t)J(O)) ( 1) 
VkBT Jo 

where (J(t)J(O)) is the time correlation function 
of the total momentum flux J, V is the volume 
of the liquid, T is the absolute temperature and 
kB is the Boltzmann constant. The microscopic 
expression of the total momentum flux J is given 
by 

( 2) 

where mi is the mass, rj, Pi, are respectively 
the coordinate and the momentum of the mole
cule and Fi is the force acting on the molecule. 
Although eq 1 and 2 are quite general, it is 
almost impossible to calculate the correlation 
function without making some approximations. 

Our purpose is to show how to apply the 
above formula to the viscosity of dilute polymer 
solutions. As is well known, the dynamic prop
erties of polymer molecules are usually treated 
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by the Brownian motion theory. The standard 
approach is to use a Fokker-Planck equation 
for the distribution function of the polymer 
molecules. Since the Fokker-Planck equation 
describes only the time evolution of the polymer 
configuration, we have to express the flux in 
terms of the coordinates of the polymer mole
cules. In accordance with the traditional treat
ment the result will be given in terms of the 
extra quantities, that is, the increment of the 
viscosity of the polymer solution to that of the 
solvent, will be given by the time correlation 
function of the excess flux such as 

LlTJ(w)=-1- f00 dte-i"'t(L1J(t)L1J(O)) ( 3) 
VkBT J0 

where ,JJ is the excess flux which is expressed 
by the coordinate of the polymer molecule, and 
(M(t)M(O)) should be calculated by the Fokker
Planck equation. 

Such an attempt has been performed recently 
by Chikahisa and Stockmayer. 5 ' 6 They presumed 
that ,JJ is given by the following formula 

L11= .Z:: Rjx (-kBT O ln P _ J!:!_) ( 4) 
3 aRjy aRjy 

where Rix is the x-component of the coordinate 
of the j-th unit of the polymer chain, P is the 
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distribution function of the polymer and U is 
the potential energy. The expression in paren
theses is the y-component of the thermodynamic 
force acting on the unit. The first term cor
responds to the so-called diffusion force and the 
second term is the energetic force. 

However two comments should be made on 

their expression. First, since iJJ contains the 

time-dependent distribution function P(R 1 , 

R2 , ••• , RN; t) in their expression, the excess 

momentum flux iJJ depends on time explicitly. 
This is quite curious because the momentum 

flux J is a phase function and consequently 

ilJ should be expressed in terms of R1, R2, ••• , 

RN's only. In this paper, we will show that 
iJJ does not contain the diffusion force and is 
expressed by only those variables describing the 

configuration of the polymer chain. It is shown 

that iJJ arises from the energetic force. At first 
sight it may seem that the diffusion force cannot 

be omitted in the case of (for example) the rigid 
dumbbell molecule. However this is not the 

case. Even in the case of the dumbbell mole
cule, we must consider the energetic force main
taining the bond length constant. It is shown 
that, by taking this force into account, the 
traditional results can be recovered. 

The second comment is that eq 3 cannot give 
the finite value of the so-called limiting viscosity, 
which is the nonvanishing part of the intrinsic 

viscosity in the limit w~oo. Chikahisa and 

Stockmayer5 employed an artificial method to 

remove this defect in their calculation of the 
viscosity of the rod-like molecule. However the 

defect is the necessary consequence of the theory 
of Brownian motion. As can be seen from eq 3, 

the limiting viscosity, if given by eq 3, cor
responds to the time correlation function which 

decays in an infinitesimal time. However the 

Fokker-Planck equation is not applicable for 

such a short time scale. This point will be 
discussed in some detail in the following 

section. 
In this paper we shall give the exact formal 

expression of iJJ based upon the microscopic 

Brownian motion theory. Some explicit expres
sions of iJJ are calculated for several models of 

the polymers. Especially iJJ is obtained for the 
general model of the polymer chain, having 

constant bond length and constant bond angles, 
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without using the metric tensor. We also give 
a convenient expression of iJJ for the stochastic 
local jump model. 16 ' 17 ' 18 This formula of iJJ 

seems of importance since it can be applied for 
the investigation of the high-frequency viscosity 
of the dilute polymer solutions. 

FORMAL EXPRESSION OF THE 
EXCESS FLUX 

In this section, the formal expression of i)J 

is given based upon the microscopic theory of 

Brownian motion.9 • 10 • 11 Let us first review the 
theory. The present argument is based upon 

the projection operator method first introduced 
by Zwanzig. 7 ' 8 We shall first review the method 
in a formal way. 

Consider the Hilbert space of the phase space 
distribution functions JF(t)>=F(x; t), where x 

denotes the point in the phase space of a com
plete set of the microscopic dynamical variables. 
Let the Hamiltonian of the system be H(x). 

Then the equilibrium distribution function of 

the system is given by 

Peq(x)r:x exp [-H(x)/kBT] ( 5) 

The inner product of the two vectors in this 

Hilbert space is defined as 

<F[G)= dxF(x)G(x) 

=<G[F) ( 6) 

The theory of the Brownian motion is based 

upon the assumption that there exist a set of 
the so-called gross variables whose time evolu
tion is much slower than that of the other mi
croscopic variables. Let A 1(x), A 2(x), ... , A,.(x) 

be the gross variables. The entire Hilbert space 
contains a subspace consisting of the functions 

which depend on x in such a way as [F)= 

F(A1(x), Aix), ... , An(x)). This subspace is 

spanned by the following functions which play 

the role of the unit vectors in the subspace. 

[il.)=o(A 1(x)-a 1)o(Aix)-a2) • • • o(An(x)-a,.) 

( 7) 

where a denotes the set of the variables a 1 , a2 , ••• , 

an. 
Let us consider the probability distribution 

function of the gross variables f(a; t), which is 
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derived from the distribution function of the 
total system F(x; t) as 

f(a; t)= dxo(A1(x)-a1) • • • o(An(x)-an)F(x; t) 

=(LI./F(t)) ( 8) 

To derive the kinetic equation of f(a; t), it is 
convenient to introduce the following projection 
operator 

.9= da/i.)(LI.[ 

In the above equation [ i.) is defined as 

where 

Peq(x)Ll.(x) 
Peq(a) 

It is easy to verify the following relations 

<i.[Ll.,)=o(a-a') 

.92=.9 
where 

( 9) 

(10) 

(12) 

( 13) 

The time evolution of the distribution function 
of the total system is given by the Liouville 
operator .2?. 

_a_ [F(t))= -.2?[F(t)) at ( 15) 

The following relation can be obtained by some 
algebraic manipulations. 

j_ .9/F(t))=-.9.2?.9/F(t)) at 

-[ ds.9.2?e-" 11- 91 2'(1-.9)2':9"/F(t-s)) 

(16) 

Multiplying (LI.I to this equation and using eq 
8, 9, and 12, we obtain 

equation by invoking certain assumptions that 
the pertinent process is sufficiently slow, which 
will be discussed further later. The Markoffian 
equation can be written as 

_a_ f(a; t)= -9/f(a; t)= I da' n •• ,f(a'; t) (19) 
at J 

The above argument is quite general and the 
operator 9 may be the diffusion operator (for 
the case of Brownian motion theory) or the 
master operator (for the case of chemical reac
tion problems). The problem of how eq 17 can 
be reduced to eq 19 is one of the central prob
lems in the microscopic theory of Brownian 
motion, and was discussed by a number of 
authors. Here we shall only give the physical 
idea underlying their discussion. 

Since the gross variables vary much more 
slowly than the other microscopic variables, we 
can introduce a characteristic time Tc which 
distinguishes the gross variables from the other 
microscopic variables. The time Tc is defined 
so as to satisfy the following two assumptions, 
that is, 

(i) the time variation of the gross variables 
can be neglected in time Tc, 

(ii) the time correlations of the other micro
scopic variables decay completely in time Tc, 

These assumptions lead to the Markoffian equation. 
To understand the meaning of these assumptions, 
let us consider a system which is in a nonequi
librium state at time t=0. The above assump
tions lead to the following approximations for 
the time evolution of the distribution function 
of the system F(x; t). From the second assump
tion we can assume that, after the time Tc, the 
system is in equilibrium for the microscopic 
variables but not for the gross variables. There
fore we may put 

[F(t));;;.9[F(t)) (for t'?;Tc) (20) 

_a_ f(a; t)= -1 00 ds Ida' K •• ,(s)f(a', t-s) 
at Jo J 

since .9[F(t)) is the state where the system is 
( 17) in partial equilibrium with fixed gross variables. 

where 

K •• ,(t)= o( t)(Ll.[.2?[ i.,) 
+(Ll.[.2?e-t11-.91_q, (1-.9).2?[ i.,) (18) 

This is the exact kinetic equation for f(a; t). 
Usually eq 17 is reduced to the Markoffian 
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Further from the second assumption we can 
put 

(21) 

since the gross variables do not vary in time Tc· 

Combining eq 20 and 21 we have the following 
relation for time for t»Tc 
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/F(t))~.9e-2" I t-rcl /F(,c)) 

~.9e-.Pt .9/F(0)) 

consistent with the Markoffian assumption, the 
(22) added term should be expressed by a delta func

tion, therefore 
Let us now consider the time correlation 

function 

where 

(J(t)J(0))= C0il(t)+(J(t)J(0)) (29) 

(J(t)J(0))= dxJ(x)e-.PtJ(x)Peq(X) 

=(J/e-.Pt/JPeq) (23) (J(t)J(0))= daJ(a)e-9 tJ(a)Peq(a) (30) 

By regarding exp [ -Yt]J(x)P.q(x) as /F(t)) in 
eq 22 we have 

(J(t)J(0)) 

~(J/.9e-.Ptg/JPeq) 

= da da' (J/Ja)(.da/e-.Pt/Ja,)<Lla,/JPeq) (24) 

The time correlation (.d./exp [-.Y"t]/Ja,) is given 
by the diffusion operator 

(.da/e-.Pt/Ja,)~[e-Dt]aa' (25) 

where [exp (-Dt)]aa' is the matrix element of 
the matrix exp ( - D t). Eq 25 is the consequence 
of reducing eq 18 to 19. Further we note the 
relation 

From eq 24, 25, and 26, we obtain 

(J(t)J(0))~ da da' J(a)[ e-Dt] •• J(a')Peq(a') 

= daJ(a)e-9Jt J(a)Peq(a) (27) 

where 

J(a)=<Jl.1.)=[Peq(a)]-1 dxJ(x)Ll.(x)Peq(x) (28) 

The flux J(a) is the projected one on to the 
subspace spanned by Lia. We shall call J(a) 

reduced flux. The reduced flux is given by 
taking the thermal average of the original flux 
for the microscopic variables with fixed gross 
variables. The expression of the reduced flux 
is the consequence of the reduction of the exact 
kinetic eq 17 to the Markoffian eq 18. At this 
point it should be stressed that eq 27 holds only 
for t?:,,0 • For t;:;,0 we cannot neglect the con
tribution of the time correlation coming from 
the microscopic variables. The complete time 
correlation is therefore given by adding a term 
which decays completely in time , 0 • To be 
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Note that C0 cannot be given by the diffusion 
equation. The assumption that the time cor
relation of the microscopic variables can be 
expressed by a delta function is justified as far 
as we are concerned with the time scale w ;:; 1 /, 0 • 

Let us now turn to the viscosity problems of 
the polymer solutions. Using eq 1, we obtain 

r;( w) = 7J=+ Llr;(w) 

~=-- u ~t=---1 ~=d -iwtc ~() Co 
VkBT o VkBT 

.dr;(w)=-1- (= dte-iwt<J(t)J(0)) 
VkBT J0 

=-1-(J 1 J) 
VkBT iw+9 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

By solving the diffusion equation of the polymer 
conformation we can calculate (J(t)J(0)) and 
corresponding excess viscosity Llr;(w ). However 
this is not the total excess viscosity of the 
polymer solutions since the term 7J= also contains 
the contributions coming from the polymer 
molecules. The term 7J= comes mainly from the 
solvent molecules, but it also includes the con
tribution of the polymer molecules. The latter 
part contributes to the intrinsic limiting viscosity 
.dr;=- Therefore we write 

where r;s is the viscosity of the solvent. The 
excess viscosity is then given 

This is the final result of our formal discussion. 
The above argument is summarized as follows. 

In setting up the kinetic equation, which may 
be the Fokker-Planck equation or the master 
equation, we have implicitly assumed the exist
ence of the characteristic time , 0 which satisfies 
the two conditions (i) and (ii) given before eq 
20. Then the intrinsic complex viscosity should 
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be written in the form shown in eq 35, for the 
frequency range w~l/,c· The frequency de
pendent part of the viscosity Llfj(w) is given by 
the time correlation function of the reduced 
flux and can be calculated by solving the pertinent 
kinetic equation. On the other hand the fre
quency independent part Ll1J= cannot be calculated 
in the framework of the kinetic equation under 
consideration. To calculate Ll1J=, a more detailed 
investigation of the short time scale motion 
(t~-rc) is necessary. An example of calculation 
of Ll1J= will be reported in the future paper. In 
the remaining part of this paper, we will be 
concerned with only Llfj( w) and calculate the 
reduced flux J. 

APPLICATION TO THE ROUSE MODEL 
AND RIGID DUMBBELL MODEL 

In this section we shall calculate the reduced 
flux by using the general formula 28 for some 
particular models. 

First we cosider the case of the Rouse theory, 12 

where the gross variables are chosen as the co
ordinate of the submolecules. Let R1 (}= I, ... , 
N) be the cordinate of the }-th monomer. Let 
us consider submolecules which include n mono
mers and define their coordinates as those of 
the end monomers. Then the coordinate of the 
a-th submolecule is given as 

Q.=Ran (a=I, 2, ... , N/n) (36) 

The reduced flux is then given by 

J({Q})=[Peq({Q})r 1 dI'fl/5(Qa-Ran)J(I')Peq(I') 

(37) 

Peq({Q})= dI']1:o(Qa-Ran)Peq(I') (38) 

where I' denotes the points of the total phase 
space, and J(I') is given by eq 1, or more 
explicitly, 

1 au 
J(I')=- P1xPJy - I: r1x a~ 

m 3 3 r1y 

I au +- I; P1xPjy- I; Rjx ~- (39) 
M J J aR1y 

where m, r1, p1 are the mass, coordinate and 
the momentum of the solvent molecules respec
tively and M, R1, P1, are those of the polymer 
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molecules, and U is the potential energy of the 
system. Since we have used the canonical 
equilibrium distribution function for P0 q(I'), 
J(I')P0 q(I') is written 

(40) 

Therefore the integral of eq 37 can be converted 
to the surface integral, and the nonvanishing 
terms are found to be as 

J({Q})=kBT[ Peq({Q})r 1 

X I dI'Il o(Q.-R,..) £ R 3x aPeq(I') 
j a=1 3 =1 aRJy 

(41) 

X dI'n: o(Qa-R,..)Pe4(I') 

= - Ntn Qbx aA({Q}) (42) 
b=l aQby 

A({Q})=-kBTln Peq({Q}) (43) 

where A((Q}) is the free energy of the system 
under the restriction that the positions of the 
submolecules are fixed. Note that the reduced 
flux does not contain any diffusion force. The 
force that appears in the reduced flux is the 
mean force of interaction between the submole
cules, which in general includes the excluded 
volume effect. Ifwe neglect the excluded volume 
effect and assume that P 0 q({Q}) is given by the 
Gaussian distribution function, then the well
known result is immediately recovered. It should 
be stressed that the above result holds even when 
the hydrodynamic interaction has to be taken 
into account. 

As a next example, let us consider the case 
of the dumbbell molecule. The purpose of this 
calculation is to illustrate that the diffusion force 
does not appear in the reduced flux even for 
the rigid macromolecules. 

Let R1, R2 be the coordinates of the friction 
centers of the dumbbell molecule. Since the 
length of the dumbbell molecule is constant, 
there are only five degrees of freedom, that is, 
the position of the center of mass R and the 
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angular part of the polar coordinate of the bond 
(}, <p. We regard these five variables as relevant 
gross variables. Repeating the same argument 
given in deriving eq 41, we obtain 

J(R, (}, <p)=kBT[Peq(R, (}, \'?)r 1 

X d3R/ d3R/ o(R-R1)0(8-{}1) 

X o(rp-rp') t R;. aPeq(~R')) (44) 
J=1 aR1y 

Peq(R, 8, <p)= d3R/ d3R/ o(R-R')o(8-8') 

X o(<p-<p1 )Peq({R1}) (45) 

where R', () 1 , <p 1 is a function of R/ and Rs', 
for example, R' =(R/ +Rz')/2. The equilibrium 
distribution function Peq({R}) is given as 

(46) 

where l is the bond length of the dumbbell 
molecule and V is the volume of the polymer 
solution. From now on we put V=l, then we 
consider a polymer solution of unit concentration. 

Now we calculate the integral of eq 44 and 
45. For simplicity of notation we write eq 45 
as 

Peq(R, (}, <p)= \ d 3R1 d 3R2Peq({R)) (47) 
JR,6,sa fixed 

where the comment under the integral symbol 
"R, (}, <p fixed" means that the integral with 
respect to R, (}, <p should not be made. This 
is the result of the property of the delta func
tion in eq 45. To calculate eq 47 we introduce 
a set of independent variables R, (}, <p and r, 
where r is the bond length. Then 

d 3R 1 d 3R2=r2 sin(} d 3R dr d(} d<p (48) 

Since the integral with respect to R, (}, <p should 
not be made eq 4 7 becomes 

Peq(R, (}, <p)= [ drr2 sin 8Peq({R}) 

=~2 drr 2 sin (}o(r-l) 1 ~= 
4ir/ 0 

sin(} 
4ir 

(49) 

Similarly, 
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l(R, (}, <p)=kBT[Peq(R, (}, <p)r 1 

X \= drr2 sin(} t R;x aPeq({R)) (50) 
)o 2=1 aR;y 

The following relation is easily verified 

± R1• _a_ Peq({R})=rn"n} _?__ o(r-l) (51) 
J=1 aR;y 4irl ar 

where n is the unit vector in the direction of 
the bond. Note that n is a function of (} and 
<p. Then substituting eq 51 and 49 into eq 50, 
we obtain 

J(R, (}, <p)=-2- rr n.ny - u(r- ) _ kBT ~= d 3 a 1 
[ o ar 

=--2- rr n.nyo(r- ) 3kBT~=d 2 [ 

l 0 

= -3kBTn.ny (52) 

Or more explicitly 

l(R, (}, <p )= -3kB T sin2 (} sin <p cos <p (53) 

However the expression of eq 52 is more simple 
and intuitive. Note that the reduced flux of 
eq 52 is given by the energetic force. Although 
there appears no potential U(R 1 , R 2 ) in the above 
calculation, the existence of such a potential is 
implicitly assumed because the calculation is 
based upon eq 44. In fact if we consider a 
potential having deep minimum at [R1-R2[=l, 
for example, U=a([R1-R2 [-l)2, the calculated 
reduced flux coincides with eq 52 in the limit 
a-=· The important point is that the reduced 
flux is independent of the explicit form of the 
potential if the potential has a sufficiently deep 
minimum at [R1-R2[=l. 

It is easily shown that the reduced flux given 
by eq 52 together with the correlation function 
formula of eq 33 lead to the same result as that 
obtained by the conventional method. Thus we 
have 

Arj(w )=-- d Rd(} drp -- (R, 8, \0) 1 3 sin(} J-
kBT 4ir 

1 -
X . J(R, (}, <p) (54) 

1w+9 

In the above equation 9 is the diffusion operator 

9-D D ---sm{}- ----a2 
( 1 a . a 1 a2 

) 

- t aR2 + r sin(} a8 a(} + sin2 8 09)2 

(55) 
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where Dt and D, are the translational and rota
tional diffusion coefficient respectively. Substi
tuting eq 52 and 55 into eq 54 and by using 
the relation 

(56) 

we obtain 

Jij(w)=9kBT I d0 d<p sin0n/n/ 
j 4n- iw+6D, 

_ 3kBT 1 
5 iw+6Dr 

(57) 

This result agrees with that obtained by the 
traditional method 13 except that the limiting 
viscosity is not given in this calculation. 

CALCULATION OF THE REDUCED FLUX 
FOR THE GENERAL MODEL 

In this section we shall consider the general 
model of the polymer chain investigated by 
Kirkwood14 ' 15 and others. This model is perhaps 
the most realistic one. The bond length and 
the bond angle are held constant and equal to 
/ and 0 respectively. There exists a potential 
of hindered rotation. In this model the relevant 
gross variables are the internal rotation angles 
<p1, <p2 , • • • • To determine the conformation of 
the chain completely, other variables are necessary 
such as the coordinates of the initial monomer 
and the first and second bond vectors. However 
since the polymer chain is long enough, the 
effect of these coordinates of the end monomers 
will not be of importance. Therefore we may 
assume that these variables are fixed, and we 
do not take them into account explicitly. We 
will obtain the result in a form which does not 
depend on these variables explicitly. 

Let R1, R2 , ••• , RN be the position of the 
monomers. In this calculation we use the upper 
suffix to denote the monomers and lower suffix 
to denote the three components of a vector such 
as, for example, R/, R/, R/. The reduced 
flux is given by 

J({<p})=kBT[ Pe 4({<p})r1 

X I II d3Ra £;, R/ aPeq({~}) 
J 1"1,\02, ... fixed b~1 a Ry 

(58) 

Peq({<p})= L1,1"2, ... fixed t'td3R?eq({R}) (59) 
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Figure 1. The definition of the independent vari
ables. ra; bond length, 0a; bond angle, and \l)a; 
internal rotation angle. 

It is convenient to take the bond vectors ra= 
Ra-Ra-l as independent variables. By using 
the relation 

I:, R a _a __ I:, r a _j__ (60) 
a z aR/- z ary" 

and 

(61) 

we obtain 

J({<p})=kBT[ P 04({<p})r1 

X I II d3ra L, r/ aPeq({~}) 
J\"1,\02, ... fixed " b ary 

(62) 

Let us introduce a new set of independent vari
ables (ra, 0a, <pa) a=l, 2, ... , where ra is the 
length of the bond vector and 0a is the bond 
angle and <pa is the internal rotation angle (see 
Figure 1). Therefore eq 62 is transformed 

J( {<p}) =kB T[ Peq( { <p} )r1 

(63) 

where G is the Jacobian 

a(r1, r2, ... ) G 
a(r1, 01, <p1, r2, 02, <p2, ... ) 

(64) 

The equilibrium distribution function P0 q({R}) 
is given by using the above independent variables 
as 

Peq({R})=C[II o(ra-l)o(0a-0)]e-U({l'})/kBT (65) 
a 

where U({<p}) is the potential of the hindered 
rotation and C is the normalization constant. 
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For simplicity of notation we introduce the 
following two dimensional vectors 

(66) 

Then we have 

J( { \O}) =kB T[ Peq({\O Dr1 

X I II dVG I; r,/ ( aPebq . aq: J a a,b aq ary 

+ aP.q al) (67) 
a'Pb ary a 

By performing the partial integration for the 
first term, we obtain 

J({\O})=kBT[ Peq({\0Dr1 

XI II d2qa I; [- ab (ar.a ala) J a a,b aq ary 

G a au a'Pb] P 
- kBT r. a'Pb ar/ eq 

=-kBT[Peq({\O})r1 

X \ II d2t I; [ar.: • ala +r/ ~( aq:) J a a,b aq ary aq ary 

+r a I; al _?_(ara") 
" c,a ar/ ara" al 

+_!l'_1!!_ a'Pb]GP ({R}) (68) 
kBT a'Pb ar/ eq 

where we have used the important relation 

~-G I; _a_ (arac) (69) 
al - c,a ar/ al 

In the above equation the derivative a;al should 
be taken by regarding (ra, Oa, 'Pa) ( a= I, 2, ... ) 
as independent variables and the derivative a;ar/ 
should be taken by regarding ra (a=l, 2, ... ) as 
independent variables, and the suffix a takes the 
values a=X, y, z. The proof of eq 69 is given 
in Appendix I. 

By using the property of the delta function, 
the integral of eq 68 can be easily carried out. 
The result is 

J({\O}) =Jr( {\O} )+Jo({\O} )+JI'( {\O}) (70) 
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(72) 

(73) 

In the above equation we must put ra=l, Oa=O 
(a=I, 2, ... ) after the derivatives are taken. 
The remaining task is to calculate the deriva
tives. The calculation is rather tedious but can 
be carried out exactly. As an example let us 
calculate Jr( { 'P}). 

Since 

(74) 

(na; unit vector parallel to the a-th bond.) 

we have the following expression for Jr 

J- - k r·_, [ a a l a any a l a" aanaa] 
,- - B LJ n. ny + n. -a + n. LJ na -a 

a ar a ara 

By using the relation 

an/=0 
ara 

we obtain 

2 

J,({\O})= -3kBT I: n/n/ 
a 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

The simplicity of the result is rather surprising. 
The calculation of 10 and JI' can be carried out 
in a similar manner. The detail of the calcula
tion is given in Appendix II. The results are 
summarised as follows 

J( { \0}) = Jr( { \0} )+ lo({ \0} )+ JI'( { \0}) (79) 

Jr({\0})=-3kBT I; n/n/ (80} 
a 

10( { 'P}) = - 2k BT cot2 O I; [2n/n/ 
a 

+ secOn.a(n/+i+n/-1)] (81) 

- 2 au 2 
Jl'({\O})=cosec 0 I:-a cosec\Oa[(n.anya-

a a'P 
+n/n/-2)+ cos 0(1- cos <pa)(n.an/-1 

+ny an" a-1 +nx a-ln/-2 +ny a-In" a-2 

+2 cos On/-1n/-1)- cos \Oa(n. an/ 
+n/-2n/-2)] (82) 

This is the central result of this paper. The 
term Jr and 10 originate respectively from the 
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forces which maintain the bond length and bond 
angle constant. The term J'I' arises from the 
internal rotation potential. If there is no in
ternal rotation potential, that is, in the case of 
the free internal rotation, J becomes relatively 
simple 

J=-kBT I; nx a[(3+4 cot2 0)n/ 
a 

+2 cot 0 cosec 0(n/+1n/-1)] (83) 

Further if the chain is freely jointed, we have 

This formula is easily verified by examining the 
above calculation. 

It should be stressed that the above formula 
can be also applied to the stochastic jump models 
which have been investigated recently. 16 •17• 18 The 
stochastic jump model can be considered as a 
special case of the above general model, because 
if the rotation potential has several deep minima, 
the motion of the polymer chain will be as 
described by the stochastic jump model. Of 
course some averaging procedure is necessary 
for rp1, rp2, . . . to apply the above formula. This 
is done as follows. 

In the stochastic jump model, the polymer 
chain jumps from one stable state to another 
stable state. Let us denote these stable states 
by a set of discrete parameters a1 , a2 , ••• , where 
aa indicates the range of the rotation angle <pa 

(85) 

The choice of the angles cp0 and cp/ is somewhat 
arbitrary, but does not affect the result. The 
reduced flux is now given as 

J({a)) 
:q: drpa(Jr({<p})+Jo({rp})+J'l'({rp}))Peq({<p}) 

II drpa.P,,q({rp}) 

(86) 

where the integral with respect to <pa should be 
carried out in the range of eq 85. Since the 
rotation potential has deep minima, P.4({<p}) is 
a rapidly varying function. On the other hand 
Jr({<p)) and J0({<p)) are slowly varying functions. 
Therefore we may estimate these functions in 
their most stable state and take them out of the 
integral. Further we note the relation 
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(87) 

We can also put the slowly varying function 
rxaol/o/ out of the integral. Thus we have 

J({a})= [ Jr( {<p))+Jo({<p) )]'!'=¢am 

where cp0 m is the rotational angle at which the 
rotational potential takes its local minimum 
value. The last term can be neglected, because 

I II d C o.Peq I drpl_ e-ul<pl/kBT 

~J_c_<p_o~<p~b-_j o<p 

JI drpc Peq drpe-ul'Pl/kBT 

e-ul¢1/kBT _e-v.1¢'1/kBT 

drpe-v.f•BT 

'.::::.e-JE/kBT <( 1 (89) 

where u(rp) is the rotation potential (we have 
assumed the independent rotation; U= I; u(rpa)) 

a 

and LJE is the activation energy of the rotation. 
Therefore we finally obtain 

J( {a))= [ Jr({<p }) +Jo( {<p) )]'1'=¢um (90) 

The reduced flux of the stochastic jump model 
is thus equal to that of the freely rotating 
model. 

DISCUSSION 

We have given the formal expression of the 
reduced flux which appears in the slowly varying 
part of the exact correlation function, and ap
plied this formula to the correlation function 
formula of the viscosity of the polymer solutions. 
It is shown that the intrinsic viscosity is made 
up of two parts. The first part is given by the 
correlation of the reduced flux the time evolu
tion of which is determined by either the dif
fusion equation or the master equatio~. The 
second part is the so-called limiting viscosity. 
The limiting viscosity is given by the time cor
relation of the microscopic variables which are 
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discarded in the diffusion equation. The central 
assumption included in this argument is the 
existance of the characteristic time , 0 • The time 
, 0 is defined so as to satisfy the following two 
assumptions; the relaxation times of the gross 
variables should be longer than -re, and the 
longest relaxation time of the microscopic vari
ables should be shorter than , 0 • At present we 
cannot make any definite statement on the ex
istance of -re and its magnitude. It is largely 
a matter of the time scale concerned. We con
jecture that there exists a characteristic time -re 

which is of the order of the inverse of the jump 
frequency of the bond. 

We have given explicit formulae for the re
duced flux for the general model of the polymer 
chain and for the stochastic jump model. The 
result is relatively simple in the case of the 
stochastic jump model. The application of this 
formula for the investigation of the viscosity in 
the high frequency region will be attempted in 
another paper. Here it is mentioned that Llij(w) 
can be calculated exactly by expanding (iw+.0)- 1 

with respect to 1/w. From eq 33 we have 

(91) 

The calculation of <Jg'"]) is possible in principle 
since § is a matrix of finite dimension. 

APPENDIX I. PROOF OF EQ 69 

We shall prove eq 69 in a general form. Let 
us consider the transformation of the independent 
variables. 

xk=Xk(u1, u2, .. . , un) (k=I, 2, ... , n) (92) 

What we want to prove is the following formula; 
Let G be the Jacobian 

then 

G=a(x1,X2, ... ,Xn) 
a(u1, U2, ••• , Un) 

(93) 

E-a f: __3_(axm) (94) 
aul - m=l axm aul 

where the derivative a;au1 must be taken by 
regarding u1, u2 , ••• , u,. as independent variables 
and the derivative a;axm must be taken by 
regarding x1, x2 , ••• , x,. as independent variables. 

Let us consider the matrix [[Yik[[ the i-k com-
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ponent of which is Yik=ax;fauk. Let Llik be the 
cofactor of Yik· Since G= det [[Yik[[ then 

E= i: Ll;k agik 
aul i,k=l aul 

=G l: (g-1)k; agik (9S) 
i,k=l aul 

where (g- 1)ik is the component of the inverse 
matrix of IIYikll- By using the identity 

we find 

( -1) _ auk g ki-
axi 

Therefore we have 

E-a I: auk --3_( axi) 
Olli - i,k OX; Ollz auk 

(96) 

(97) 

=G ± _j_( axi ) (98) 
i=t oxi ou1 

Then eq 94 is proved. 

APPENDIX II. CALCULATION OF 
fti({cp}) AND .f;;({cp}) 

For the calculation of Jo the derivative ofl/ora"' 
and oraa/ofl are needed. The derivative ofl/oraa 
is obtained as follows. Let us note the following 
relation 

i-rb-1 
cos fl= -

Jrbl. Jrb-1I 
(99) 

Differentiating this with respect to ra a, we obtain 

a0b a -= a,b (nab-l+n/ cos 0b) 
ora a rb sin 0b 

+ Oa,b-1 (n b+n b-1cos0b) (100) 
,b-1 sin 0b a a 

The derivative or« ajo0b is most easily obtained 
as followl>. Let us consider a small change of 
the bond angle o0b with other variables of 
{r°, 0°, \Oa} (a= I, 2, ... ) fixed. This change causes 
a uniform rotation of the portion of the chain 
consisting of the b-th and ( b + I )-th, . , . mono
mers. Since the rotation vector is written as 

00) 
nbxnb-1 
-~-arl 
Jnb X nb-1I 

the change of the bond vectors are 

(IOI) 
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(a<b) 
(a~b) 

(102) 

Substituting eq 101 into eq 102, we obtain 

(a<b) 

(a~b) 

(103) 

By using these formulas, we obtain the following 
results after some calculation 

a, a arl 1 
L ~-a= L -. -2-
a,b o0 Ofy a SIIl 0 

x (n/- 1+n/ cos 0)(n/-1+n/ cos 0) (104) 

" a a ( a0b ) " a a L.., '~ -b --a = - L.., n~ ny 
a,b a0 ary a 

(105) 

- · - =oa0 cot0 a ( a, 0
) 

a,0 a0a 
(106) 

(107) 

By summing up these terms we obtain eq 81. 
For the calculation of J'P we need the deriva

tive acpa/ar/, which is obtained as follows. Since 
<pa is the angle between the two vectors ra x ,a-i 

and ,a-1 X ,a-2 

or 

na • na-2 _ (na .na-l)(na-1.na-2) 
Ina X na-11 • lna-1 X na-21 

(108) 

(109) 

The derivative ocpajar/ is obtained by differen
tiating eq 109 with respect to r/ and also by 
using the formula 100. The result is 
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acpa = 
or/ 

1 
----- [ -COS <pan a 
l sin2 0 sin <pa Y 

+ cos 0(1- cos cpa)n/-1 +n/- 2] (110) 

acpa _ cos 0( 1- cos <pa) 
ory a-l - - [ sin2 0 sin <pa 

X [ny a +2 cos 0n/- 1 +ny a-2 ] 

acpa _ 1 
a,/-2 - - [ sin2 0 sin <pa 

(111) 

X [ny a+ COS 0(1- COS <pa)ny a-l _ COS cpany a-2] 

(112) 

acp: =0 (if b=t-a, a-1, a-2) 
ory 

(113) 

Substituting these expressions into eq 73, we 
obtain eq 82. 
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